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About Us
The Kyle of Sutherland Hub is an incorporated registered charity and social enterprise
providing access to leisure and recreational activities. The Hub aims to enhance the social,
physical, intellectual, creative and emotional well- being of the residents from the three remote
rural parishes within the Kyle of Sutherland, as well as our neighbours from outlying
communities and tourists. After years of planning and dedication by a group of volunteers and
with huge community support, the Hub opened the doors to this new vibrant facility in August
2017, addressing the severe lack of facilities available to support healthy and engaged
lifestyles for all ages.
We continuously work hard to provide a good quality, wanted and needed service. We strive
to adapt and meet the changing needs of our communities and ways that we can enhance
the Kyle of Sutherland as a place to live, work, visit and play
We constantly consult with
our community and those who use our service, and continue to try to reach out further and
engage more people.
Equal opportunities are at the core of our services, and is embedded in everything we do. We
are at the Heart of the community, a truly welcoming, non – judgemental and accommodating
project which has breathed life, hope and opportunity into an area with a range of
disadvantages associated with our remote rural location.
The Hub is managed by a voluntary Board, and employs 5 full time and 4 part time members
of staff as well as younger casual staff. We actively support volunteering and offer
opportunities for young people to achieve awards through partnership with schemes such as
Duke of Edinburgh. We have a range of income generating facilities and services including a
gym, café, and a soft play which support running costs. We also offer a number of non- income
generating services to ensure accessibility and support for all.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOMING YOU AT THE HUB and hope you enjoy reading
about what we offer in this beautiful part of the country from our unique
building

Our Facilities
Soft Play
The Soft Play facility assists children’s development through access to year-round, fun
physical activity which helps fitness, coordination and social skills regardless of
Highland weather!. The soft play area incorporates three levels of challenging activity
for children aged 0-11 with a separate baby and toddler area. There are slides,
climbing tunnels, hideouts, and climbing nets all designed to keep children on the
move. The space has a capacity of 48 with toilet facilities incorporated and a viewing
window from the café, allowing parents to watch their children while catching up with
friends. This is the North Highlands premier soft play facility, chosen by children and
parents at design stage.

The soft play is a particularly important aspect of the Hub. Our climate makes the
winters harsh and long and isolation for parents is a real issue. Prior to the Hubs
opening there was, in excess of a 100mile round trip to access such a facility. It is also

important in providing opportunities for children in a rural area to meet and play with
others, broadening their peer group. The soft play is a resource for other groups and
schools within the Northern Highlands including the St Duthus school for children with
additional support needs, the school uses the project regularly to provide a quality play
and interactive experience for their pupils. Membership packages are available for
regular users.
The soft play is the Hubs biggest attraction, generating over almost a third of our
income. Our members visit the hub on average 190 times per month. Over 50% of our
Soft Play visitors are from outlying communities, with Tain, Dornoch and Golspie being
the largest users. Over the year there was a total of 5914 visits to the facility.
The Hub also offers soft play parties for a minimum of 8 children and a maximum of
24,taking the stress out of birthdays for parents in an area where accessing facilities
to cater for such events can be restricted.

. This year we have hosted 32 soft play parties and trips from schools/community
groups.

“everything staff equipment location one of the
best I’ve been to in over 20 years of taking the
grandchildren out”

“Thanks to all the Hub team. They made hosting a
birthday

party

great

in

every

way.

Highly

recommend the soft play as a birthday venue”

Second- Hand Point

A series of fitted alcoves in the reception area house the Hub’s second-hand sale
point. This area supports the organisations volunteering aspirations creating
opportunities for older people to engage and participate in a part of the project which
directly supports community benefit. It is completely volunteer managed by people
over 60, who filter donations, price them accordingly and to whom we are incredibly
grateful. The second- hand sale point opens up our service to those who feel they do
not wish to use the other core services in the Hub. It provides an informal reason to
pop in, browse and perhaps have a blether and catch up, and is a further example of
how we can address social isolation. Furthermore, it provides affordable clothes,
books and toys and is helping to reduce the areas carbon footprint an agenda the Hub
actively supports
This year we have also become a member of a Bra recycling scheme to support
Cancer research, the only Bra Bank in the Northern Highlands

Funds raised from this area help towards the vital services we run at the Hub including
the children and young people’s clubs. Last year £3,674 was raised from the kind
donations people gave.

We sincerely thank everybody who has
Donated items to support the Hub

The Cafe
Our Hub café strives to bring an exciting variety of fun, healthy and creative
alternatives to the more conventional menu.
Promoting a low to no sugar policy, along with the use of fresh, natural ingredients we
aim to compliment other services at the Hub which facilitate healthy lifestyles and
choices. During the summer months customers can take advantage of our beautiful
decked patio where they can enjoy refreshments with views of stunning scenery.
For parents/carers this is a place where they can relax and supervise children whilst
not worrying about noise levels which is made possible by our viewing window into the
soft play. For our young people it provides them with somewhere else to meet their
friends outside of school, and when youth group is not operating.
The café is welcoming to all ages, a relaxing
place to have a healthy smoothie after a
workout in the fitness suite, a choice of teas
and coffees after a browse through our
second hand donation point or somewhere
just to come and have a blether in this most
warm and welcoming setting and enjoy a
glass of our naturally flavoured water that is
available for free self - service daily. The café
really is the heart of the Hub.
The café has enabled the group to provide
training and work experience opportunities
supporting young people to achieve their
Saltire and Duke of Edinburgh awards.

This year we have introduced our own range of homemade frozen ices sweetened
with honey, a real healthy treat
“Lovely staff & café, the different foods they serve are great”

The Multi Use Room
The Multi- Use Room is a flexible room that is used during busy times as additional
seating for the café. The space can be hired for fitness activities, training and meetings
providing a space for other local organisations to meet their own aims and objectives,
and local businesses opportunity to deliver their services. It is a space that facilitates
partnership working between the Hub and other community groups.

This room is additionally used to deliver our programme for preschool children, soft
play parties, intergenerational projects and twice a month is turned into our Youth
Café. In December it is turned into the most beautiful Santa’s Grotto in partnership
with the Kyle of Sutherland Gala.

Some of the classes that have been run from this room include, Boogie Bounce,
Insanity, HIIT step, Yoga, Kempo, Self Defence, Floristry, Upholstery, Card making,
First Aid, Social Media awareness, social Media for Businesses, Mental Health
Awareness in the Workplace, Youth Choir.

The Fitness Suite
There are not many people who go into our gym and are not blown away. Located on the first
floor of the Hub, the Fitness suite has amazing views of the Kyle, perhaps Scotland’s most
scenic gym.

With 15 workstations there is cardio, resistance, and strength training opportunities with a
focus on community general use rather than power training making it more broadly accessible.
We are continuously looking at ways to attract people to become engaged in physical activity
as the benefits extend way beyond just physical health. This year we have introduced an over
60s support session and have continued with our Youth Gym hour on a Friday afternoon. With
thanks to the Youth Scotland rural action fund we were able to offer two free months to our
young people which attracted 18 new young people.

Prior to the opening of the Hub people had a round trip journey of 28 miles to access a fitness
suite. Having this facility in our remote location is amazing, much needed and wanted. It is not
only providing opportunities to reach and maintain improved fitness for people, it is also
supporting rehabilitation and providing opportunity to manage and in some reported instances
reversing chronic illnesses. This year we had 63 active members and a total of 2,203 visits to
the gym. This is an area that we have identified through consultation needing support and we
hope to secure funds this year to employ a fulltime fitness coordinator and instructor which will
provide opportunities for more targeted sessions, individual support and a broader mix of
fitness classes for all ages.

Community Support Room
The Community support room is a safe and welcoming environment for families
requiring support this room replicates a calm living environment where support and
observational work can take place by specialist agencies such as Highland Council
Social Work. The Room is also rented by remedial therapists whose work compliments
the Hubs health and well-being ethos.
The Community Room is also great for small meetings and a one to one service, it has
been used to hold Member of Scottish Parliament surgeries, private singing tuition and
small business meetings. Twice a month the Citizens Advice Bureau use this room to
provide their services locally and confidentially, without this service people would have
a round trip of 28 miles to access the service with no direct transport links.

During our holiday clubs we offer this space to parents for “Hot Desking” to support
lack of local childcare facilities, allowing parents to work while younger children
engage in supported play

Youth Room & Services for Children and Young People
This is a dedicated space for our young people. It is a vibrant room with games, technology,
cooking, and art opportunities and supports extra-curricular development, reducing social
isolation for our dispersed young people. Prior to the Hub there were no extra-curricular
opportunities for young people in our immediate locality. This room is their space, owned by
them, and is an integral part of the Hub.
Young people are continually engaged in this space, and inform future services, ensuring that
our delivery meets what they both need and want.
The room is open every evening after school for use on an open access basis to secondary
school aged people.

Pre school

Early child development sets the foundation for lifelong learning, behaviour and health. The
experiences children have in early childhood shape the brain and the child’s capacity to learn,
get along with others, and to respond to daily stresses and challenges. This year we have
been delighted to be able to offer an extensive programme of activities aimed specifically at
0-3 years made possible through funding support from the Cattanach Trust.

This fund has enabled us to bring service providers to this remote rural area that would
otherwise be difficult to attract in this rural location. We have provided 150 activities through
the Cattanach Fund with 1117 visits from children. This has assisted the children in their
emotional, physical, social, creative and intellectual development where there would otherwise
be very limited opportunities. It has supported parents to participate in activities alongside their
children, reduce isolation and gain ideas to recreate activity at home.
“These activities have made me feel less isolated. They are the perfect
way to pass a rainy Sunday with 2 wee ones.”

Some of the classes we have offered include Reflexology, Moo Music, Family First Aid, Mini
Movers, Messy Play, Teddy Bears Healthy Picnic, Ball Games, Boogie Bounce, Christmas
Arts Extravaganza, ante natal Yoga and Sing ‘n’ Sign

“Great class, lots of fun and the wee one loved it”

“social activities and art are great for my children”

“great activity and it was nice for my daughter to meet
different children in the area”

Primary

The benefits of after school and holiday activities for children are wide and varied ranging from
physical development through increased activity to emotional and social advantages. Within
the Kyle of Sutherland area there are 5 small primary schools all with less than 100 pupils. For
many years there has been no local extra- curricular opportunities for this group to experience
the advantages of out of school activity that those in urban areas do. This year with thanks to
the Aspiring Communities Fund we have been able to employ a full time Outreach Playworker
to develop and facilitate services and activities for this age group. Attendance at all clubs has
been high supporting how needed and wanted it is. Over the year we have seen over 448
children access opportunities in art, science, music, creative play, sport and team games. We
have provided a base where children from the different communities can engage, build on
existing friendships, establish new ones and develop their social skills. We have seen
confidence grow, through giving a voice and opinion to this group. We have facilitated
ownership of the service and developed an environment that supports a right to choose, as
well as ensuring both inclusion and equality.

Our outreach work has ensured that all children within the area have been able to participate
and benefit from the activities taking projects to schools and other community groups. And
with no fees attached to accessing these services it truly is available to all providing
opportunities which will help to shape the kind of future they will lead as Adults.

“I thought it was epic I loved dressing up fun session”
“I really liked making the bee hotels”
“ I thought it was asome”
“My canvas is sooo cooool”

Some of the clubs and classes we have facilitated include;
After School clubs, Weekend Clubs, Holiday Clubs, Music Sessions, Exploring Science,
Robotics, Boogie Bounce, Football, Obstacle sports, Cooking, Social Enterprise activity, Fun
Run, Family Trips and free Soft Play.

Youth

Before the Hub came into being, the young people of the Kyle of Sutherland really were
forgotten by local services. Whilst there were limited opportunities for everyone in the
community there was absolutely nothing for those of secondary school age. We are so proud
of how we have changed this and how we have supported so many great opportunities for
them. Our young people have gone from feeling isolated and separate from the rest of the
community to feeling not just a part of it, but a central part of it. Indeed, it was this sector of
the community that were the inspiration for the Hub to become the project it is today.
Engagement with young people of secondary age is often challenging. With modern
technology changing the way we socially interact it has become necessary for us to look at
innovative ways to reach them. We have tried various ways including Youth Clubs, trips,
targeted fitness sessions and one off classes.
Throughout 2019 we have been delighted to be able to facilitate a Youth café for them to
come along and enjoy a meal – for free – and some fun activities, whilst teaching them about
the responsible use of alcohol. We turn our Multi use Room into a cool café with soft lighting
and funky music. This has been possible through funding from the Scottish Whisky Action
Fund. Some evenings we have had over 40 attending! This activity has given the young
people somewhere to “hang out” in a safe and non-judgmental environment over the
weekend. Entertainment has included an amazing magician, mocktails with the Wild
Highland Drinks Co, quiz nights, booze goggles, fire performers and a visit to a local pub for
a meal and where they heard first- hand the responsibilities and rights landlords have when
faced with behaviour affected by alcohol use. This project has been incredibly successful
and we feel it is a model which would be transferrable to other settings and locations – we
would happily share our learning.

Every Friday afternoon we offer a Youth Gym to those over 13 years of age where they have
exclusive use and are supported in their fitness journey to develop a lifelong desire to be
active. This year we have been able to offer free access to the Gym with thanks to the Youth
Scotland Rural Fund, who have also funded youth clubs, other fitness classes, self- defence,
trips and art activities. Without the support of our funders it would be difficult for us to assist
our young people providing them with so many benefits that will support their journey into
adulthood. This year we also supported a young person to achieve Level Two Fitness
Instructor who is now our Youth Fitness Ambassador volunteering to run classes for young
people.

Over the year we support many young people through providing volunteering and work
experience opportunities to gain skills that help them achieve Duke of Edinburgh and Saltire
Awards. This year one of our young people achieved their 100 hours
“The Hub is a very important part of my life. It allows me to socialize
whilst keeping fit and eating healthy. Youth Hour in the gym is a big
benefit to me as it allows me to meet with friends after school and
improve my physical fitness. I also really enjoy Youth Cafe as it gives me
a chance to see my friends outside of school and do activities without
having to spend money. I really appreciate the Hub as they have
supported me throughout my fitness journey and offered their help
wherever necessary. Without this, I would not be where I am today with
the opportunities I face in the future. My aim is to give as much as
possible back to the Hub, to repay the faith they have shown in me.”

Community Events and Support
A main objective of the Hub is the reduction of social isolation, facilitating community cohesion
for all residents of the Kyle of Sutherland and our outlaying neighbours. We aim to do this
through the provision of not only accessible facilities but also community events, classes and
engagement.
This year we held three big community events which bought together young, old, and those in
between to work together, and enjoy some social time.
The Living Fence
Over 20 volunteers of all ages, from preschool to pensioners, joined staff from the Kyle of
Sutherland Hub and Lairg Learning Centre on a Sunday morning under glorious blue skies.
Their joint mission was to transform 75 foot of newly erected fencing at the Hub into a new,
exciting living fence for the children to learn about growing and wildlife and create a beautiful
seating area for all to enjoy on sunny days
From This……

The Learning Centre’s community group was tasked with transforming old tyres, pallets and
scrap wood into planters, some being decorated with flowers or made into quirky Highland
cows. The Hub’s volunteers built and painted the fencing, upcycling tins into planters, and
put out a plea for soil, plants and volunteers for the big day, and we weren’t disappointed.
Families crowded into the space and whilst adults attached planters to the fencing,
youngsters had great fun with soil, hands turning black as the planters filled with donations.
Bug hotels were crammed with mosses and sticks, to attract in wildlife, and strawberry plants
sat alongside decorative plants to keep bees and flying insects happy.
The living fence was not only a chance for the children to enjoy a hands on environmental
project and learn about plants, but also for this to be an intergenerational event. And what a
day it turned out to be. The fence looks beautiful and has transformed an unused, untidy
area of the Hub into a stunning seating area which also supports our living environment.
Special thanks to the Lairg Learning Centres Climate Challenge team, in particular Graeme
the designer and creator of the fabulous tubs and our two volunteers Reg and Carl for
building the amazing fence.
To This…..

Community Open Day
The purpose of this event was to bring together different community groups and organisations
that provide a supportive service to the Kyle of Sutherland Communities. We aimed to provide
a ‘one stop shop’ day of networking, sharing information and activities, so residents and other
groups were more aware of local services on offer and what to do in the event of an
emergency.
25 different groups and organisations came together from the three Parishes Lairg, Creich
and Ardgay & District for the first time, and many more sent information of their services. We
plan to hold bi- annual meetings of these groups to support greater community cohesion and

better planning. We hope such partnership meetings will encourage partnership working, and
facilitate a stronger community, socially, economically and environmentally.

Particular highlights from the day included a crowd-pleasing show from the local fire brigade,
that involved cutting the roof off a car to rescue the driver, speaking to the local police
officers and experiencing what it was like to sit in the police car, football run by Bonar Bridge
Football Club and taster trampoline workshops Boogie Bounce. The Youth room was full of
children taking part in craft activities, and an obstacle course for the children outside was
enjoyed by many. Over 300 people attended the event.
This event was made possible through funding from the Scottish Governments Safer
Scotland- Resilience Community Fund, The Highland Council Ward Discretionary Fund, The
Kyle of Sutherland Development Trust and of course all the groups who came together to
make the day. We thank you so much for being part of it

Recycled Fashion Show
The Hubs Second-Hand Point is extremely well supported by people far and wide with
donations generating much needed financial support to the Hub. A shout out for donations of
“fancy clothes” for us to put on a fashion show, volunteers to model, and donations for a silent
auction was met with a fantastic response enabling us to put on a fantastic evening.
In partnership with the Lairg & District Learning Centre, the Hub Team set about transforming
a local hall hired for the event into a showstopping catwalk which made it special for our
models. We are grateful to Samantha Ross from Tain for donating the use of table and seat
covers plus a carpet for the walkway.
24 volunteer models ranging in age from 2 to 60 then donned the donated outfits and strutted
their stuff. During the interval a silent auction was held with all items donated by businesses
and organisations helping raise £1,000 for the Hubs vital services. It was a brilliant community
event which also spared 217 KG of unwanted clothes going to landfill.

Other Community Support
We have offered free soft play days throughout the year. This is a lovely way for the Hub to
give something back to the community, and has enabled children to benefit from accessing
the facility regardless of family income.
We introduced supervised soft play sessions to enable access to the gym and fitness classes
for people who have restricted childcare opportunities.
We have facilitated Intergenerational clubs with the Bradbury Centre – a lunch club for older
adults, who have joined us at the Hub for some craft activities, tea, cake and a blether.
We have provided opportunity for 6 local businesses to offer their services from the Hub which
would otherwise not be available to our community.

This year we were able to fund a Family trip to the Kincraig Wildlife Park. This was a great
coach trip enjoyed by over 50 Children, Mums, Dads, Grandparents and carers who all
enjoyed a fantastic winters day out

Finance
The full Financial Statements of the Hub can be accessed online at Companies House and
the OSCR websites. Below are snapshot charts of core Hub activity income and expenditure
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The charity recognises that it is important to maintain a free reserve to cover its day to day
running costs and is pleased to have met its target of holding at least £35,000 of free
reserves, equating to approximately three months running costs.

Financial review: During the year the charity generated an overall deficit of £21,380 (2018 surplus of £665,200), this includes a non-cash depreciation charge of £48,827 (2018 £24,365). The overall deficit consists of a restricted funds deficit of £50,285 (2018 - surplus
of £613,767) and an unrestricted funds surplus of £28,905 (2018 - surplus of £51,433). At
the year end the charity had total funds of £1,862,513 (2018 - £1,883,893) which includes
restricted funds of £1,796,719 (2018 -£1,847,004) and unrestricted funds of £65,794 (2018 £36,889).

The project is moving closer to becoming sustainable in its core services but does require a
little more time to fully get there. We are so grateful to our funders whose support has
allowed this phenomenal service to continue, grow and provide the wonderful opportunities
we have been able to over the past year. Without them this would be a very different Annual
Report!

A huge THANK YOU to the following who have shown, faith, belief, support and
understanding of our project, why we are here and the difference we are able to
make with their help. In many ways our funders are the enablers and we are the
facilitators. The Big Lottery - Community Fund, The Tudor Trust, Youth Scotland Rural
Action Fund, The Aspiring Communities Fund, The Cattanach Charitable Trust,
Beinn Tharsuin Criech & Ardgay, Kyle of Sutherland Development Trust, The
Scottish Whisky Fund – Scottish foundation, The Highland Council Ward
Discretionary Fund, Scottish Government – Safer Scotland Fund

Our Team
Directors
Chair: Hayley Bangs, Secretary: Pauline Smith, Treasurer: Amber
Maclennan
Kay Smart, Irene Warner Mackintosh, Sam Simco, Lucy Williams, Elissa
Stevens

Employees:
Carol Shaw – Hub Manager, Debbie Stainke – Assistant Manager, Paul
Martin – Café Manager, Hazel Martin – Cleaner, Lucy Macdonald –
Outeach Playworker, Sue Stewart – General Assistant, Rachel Holden –
General Assistant, Emma Mackay – General Assistant, Reese Wilkinson
–General Assistant.
Young Casuals: 6 absolute smashers
Volunteers:
Rachel Holden - after school club ( ASC), Carol Macleod – reception,
Sheila Lall – ASC, Emma Mackay- ASC,Hayley Bangs – after school
clubs, Paula Maclean – ASC, Pauline Smith ASC, Elissa Stevens - music
& movement and art club, Marion Bangs -second hand Sale point, Kaye
Hurrion - second hand sale point. Cassie Sutherland – ASC and events,
Kayleigh Sutherland – ASC and events, Karen Swinden – events, Angela
Calmers ASC Hope Warner Mackintosh football club and ASC, Michael
Shaw – café, Alanna Shaw – all areas, Mo Phipps – events, Reg Bangs,
Carl Porter & Grant Mathews – Maintenance
Telephone:01863 769170
Email: info@kyleofsutherland.com
Web: www.kyleofsutherland.com
Facebook www.faccebook.com/kosh

Chairs Message
I can’t believe it is only just over two years since the Hub opened, and when I speak to
different people within the community this is a shared feeling. It is so embedded, such a
huge part of so many people’s lives and so significant, it really feels like it’s been here for a
lot longer. The Hub has changed the area, it offers opportunity, choice, aspiration and an
attraction that is benefitting the whole area. I feel immensely privileged to be part of a
project which is doing so many great things. A project which is working hard to make a
difference in so many positive ways.
It has been particularly lovely to see so many activities and opportunities this year for our
young people where there really was very little. The activities the Team have put on, and
attracted to the Hub have been phenomenal. There literally has been over a thousand
smiling faces leave our doors. The voice they have been given, the confidence and input
they have in the running of activities for them is testament to a great staff team that
promotes children and young people first.
This report has given a snapshot of the Hub year, but there is so much more to it than we
could ever include in one report. Perhaps the most difficult thing to capture is the
atmosphere. I wish it could be bottled. It is welcoming, happy, inclusive, fun, together,
hopeful. It is young, it is old, it is mixed. And…..it so totally works.
Which leads me onto the Hub Team, they are amazing, they create this, they work so hard
and with such positive commitment. I thank you wholeheartedly for all you do.
I would also like to thank the Board of Directors who give up their time and provide the
project with experience and guidance as well as hands on support.
My final thanks go to our funders and our users. You make it all possible. Thank you.
I look forward to another year at the Hub and the continued journey we are on.
Hayley
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